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a b s t r a c t
Invasive meningococcal disease can cause fatal sepsis and meningitis and is a global health threat. Factor
H binding protein (fHbp) is a protective antigen included in the two currently available vaccines against
serogroup B meningococcus (MenB). FHbp is a remarkably variable surface-exposed meningococcal virulence factor with over 1300 different amino acid sequences identified so far. Based on this variability,
fHbp has been classified into three variants, two subfamilies or nine modular groups, with low degrees
of cross-protective activity. Here, we report the crystal structure of a natural fHbp cross-variant chimera,
named variant1-2,3.x expressed by the MenB clinical isolate NL096, at 1.2 Å resolution, the highest resolution of any fHbp structure reported to date. We combined biochemical, site-directed mutagenesis and
computational biophysics studies to deeply characterize this rare chimera. We determined the structure
to be composed of two adjacent domains deriving from the three variants and determined the molecular
basis of its stability, ability to bind Factor H and to adopt the canonical three-dimensional fHbp structure.
These studies guided the design of loss-of-function mutations with potential for even greater immunogenicity. Moreover, this study represents a further step in the understanding of the fHbp biological
and immunological evolution in nature. The chimeric variant1-2,3.x fHbp protein emerges as an intriguing cross-protective immunogen and suggests that identification of such naturally occurring hybrid proteins may result in stable and cross-protective immunogens when seeking to design and develop vaccines
against highly variable pathogens.
Ó 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Research Network of Computational and
Structural Biotechnology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Neisseria meningitidis is a leading cause of meningitis and sepsis
worldwide [1–2]. Despite available antibiotic therapies, N. meningitidis causes considerable morbidity and mortality; across Europe in
2017, there were 3221 cases reported of invasive meningococcal
disease and 282 associated deaths [3]. Highly-effective glycoconjugate vaccines have been available for many years to protect against
meningococcal serogroups A, C, W135, and Y [4]. In contrast, many
years of research and new technologies were needed, including the
development of the ‘Reverse Vaccinology’ approach [5], to have
two different recombinant protein vaccines against meningococcus
serogroup B (MenB) available, both of which contain the factor H
binding protein (fHbp) as a key immunogen [6–8].
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fHbp is a 28 kDa surface-exposed meningococcal lipoprotein,
with a three-dimensional (3D) structure exhibiting two b-barrel
domains connected by a short linker [9–11]. During infection, fHbp
binds the human complement regulatory factor H (hfH) on the bacterial surface, and inhibits activation of the complement alternative pathway [12]. Hence, fHbp mediates one of several immune
evasion mechanisms, which allow the bacteria to multiply in blood
and cause sepsis [12]. fHbp molecules are included in both licensed
recombinant protein MenB vaccines (4CMenB (Bexsero) and
MenB-fHbp (Trumenba)) and elicit antibodies with complementmediated bactericidal activity [6]. Over 1300 different amino acid
sequence variants of fHbp have been reported to date [13], and
can be sorted by sequence into three distinct ‘variant groups’
[14], or two subfamilies [15], or nine modular groups [16–17].
Accordingly, any single fHbp variant induces antibodies with bactericidal activity [18–19] against strains expressing similar subvariants (usually sharing at least 80% identity in fHbp sequence),
but with very low or no ‘cross-protective’ activity against strains
expressing different fHbp subvariants with lower sequence
identity.
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variant3 proteins using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).
The purified recombinant 1–2,3.x protein displayed a DSC thermogram with two peaks, indicating melting temperature midpoints
(Tm) of 68 ± 0.5 °C (341 K) and 90 ± 0.5 °C (363 K) which, by analogy with all other fHbp proteins studied, correspond to the N- and
C-terminal domain unfolding events, respectively (Fig. 1) [34]. The
variant1-2,3.x protein was therefore found to be comprised of two
highly stable folded domains; it is at least as stable as fHbp variant1 and, importantly, its N-terminal domain is considerably more
stable than that found in fHbp variant2 and somewhat more stable
than that in variant3. This biophysical data demonstrates that the
variant1-2,3.x protein naturally combines the favourable thermostability features of the fHbp variant1 N-terminal domain and
the fHbp variant2/3 C-terminal domain.

From the vaccine viewpoint, the challenges of fHbp antigen
sequence variability can be overcome by the inclusion of additional
antigens in multicomponent vaccines, as in the case of 4CMenB,
which includes the Neisseria Heparin binding Antigen (NHBA)
and Neisseria Adhesin A (NadA) in combination with outer membrane vesicles from the New Zealand outbreak strain (NZ
98/254). Also, the identification of key epitopes recognized by bactericidal anti-fHbp antibodies has allowed the rational design of
chimeric fHbp antigens which contain epitopes expressed by all
three variant groups, and these engineered antigens induced antibodies in mice with cross-bactericidal activity [20–22]. These studies show that structure-based design of bacterial antigens can
result in the generation of broadly protective vaccines. Moreover,
similar ‘Structural Vaccinology’ approaches have proven successful
in the rational design of viral antigens with enhanced stability and
immunogenicity in preclinical and clinical testing [23–27], particularly relevant for difficult targets that previously eluded standard
vaccine development methods.
Phylogenetic analyses based on multiple entire amino acid
sequences suggested that the fHbp gene has evolved through horizontal transfer and recombination, and this drove sequence classification on the basis of modular groups [28]. Extensive fHbp
sequence analysis based on this modular composition identified a
natural chimera, classified as group IV, which accounted for 23 %
of UK isolates, <1 % of U.S. isolates and 6 % of isolates in France. It
was speculated that the high proportion of isolates carrying a
group IV natural chimera in UK might reflect the recent emergence
of group B strains from the ST-269 clonal complex [17]. Moreover,
two unusual chimeras were isolated in the Netherlands, one of
which derived from a MenB strain (NL096) isolated in 1960 [29].
On the basis of sequence, the fHbp antigen produced by the
NL096 strain was defined as fHbp variant1-2,3.x, because its Nterminal domain sequence most closely resembled variant1 (97 %
amino acid sequence identity, compared to only 77 % or 61 %
sequence identity when compared with variant2 or variant3),
while its C-terminal domain sequence resembled variants2/3
(87/80 % identity, compared to only 71 % identity with variant1).
Remarkably, when twelve sequence-diverse recombinant fHbp
antigens representing variants 1, 2 or 3 were tested in mice, only
fHbp variant1-2,3.x raised a serum antibody response that exhibited strong bactericidal activity against representative MenB
strains displaying fHbp molecules from across all three variant
groups [30]. Here we describe the biochemical, biophysical, and
structural features of the fHbp variant1-2,3.x chimera. This is the
first study showing the peculiarities of a chimeric fHbp antigen
‘‘designed by Nature”. Our in-depth characterization of the interplay between sequence, structure and function shed light on the
functional and immunological properties of this natural chimera
and may guide the design of even more powerful immunogens.

2.2. First atomic resolution structure of fHbp
The DSC data for fHbp 1–2,3.x revealed promising thermostability features of the distinct N- and C-terminal domains; however,
the three-dimensional (3D) structure of this chimeric fHbp was
unknown. In particular, given the apparent genetic merging of
fHbp N- and C-terminal domains arising from distinct and divergent MenB strains, we sought to determine whether both the individual domains and moreover the N-terminal/C-terminal domain
interface in variant1-2,3.x could assume the typical conformations
and relative intramolecular orientations of other known fHbp
structures and, if so, how this might impact hfH-binding function.
To this end, first, we determined the X-ray crystallographic structure of variant1-2,3.x, using the molecular replacement (MR)
method. The crystal structure was refined to 1.2 Angstrom (Å) resolution (Table 1) and is therefore by far at the highest resolution of
the nineteen fHbp 3D structures reported to date (Table 2) [37].
Extremely high-quality electron density maps were obtained
(Fig. 2), enabling confident model building. Indeed, at such high
resolution, in addition to building the entire polypeptide chain of
v1-2,3.x in the sequence range G15-Q255 (with the exception of
the short b7-b8 loop residues 118–122, for which only poor density
was observed likely due to local disorder; note, the residue numbering system used is based on the mature protein sequence beginning with the lipidated cysteine of fHbp variant1.1), it was also
possible to observe hundreds of bound water molecules and several sulfate buffer molecules (Fig. 2, boxes).
The 3D structure of variant1-2,3.x was revealed to be composed
of an N-terminal taco-shaped b-sheet domain (essentially an
incomplete b-barrel) and a C-terminal b-barrel domain (complete),
and therefore presents the typical domain structure of known fHbp
proteins (Fig. 3AB). The structural superposition of fHbp variant12,3.x with each of the three known fHbp variants revealed very
high similarity, as indicated by low root mean square deviation
(r.m.s.d.) values for all 240 aligned alpha carbon backbone atoms
(r.m.s.d. values of 0.67, 0.63 and 0.72 Å when compared with fHbp
variant1, 2 and 3, respectively). Moreover, the N- and C-terminal
domains show the canonical relative domain orientation, presenting the same cross-interface domain-domain interactions as
observed for known fHbp variant1, variant2 and variant3 proteins.
Interestingly, although the C-terminal domain of variant1-2,3.x
shows numerous sequence differences from variant1, an analysis
of the crystal structure revealed that most of the residues (approx.
50) that make contacts across the domain-domain interface are
conserved in fHbp variant1, variant2, variant3 and variant1-2,3.x
(Fig. 3C-E), suggesting that conservation of both the structure
and the relative orientation of the N- and C-terminal domains are
essential for biological function.
Upon its initial discovery, sequence analyses indicated that
fHbp variant1-2,3.x was a hybrid protein likely generated by horizontal gene transfer events common in pathogenic Neisseria [30],

2. Results
2.1. fHbp variant1-2,3.x shows favorable thermostability
Thermostability is an important characteristic of recombinant
proteins intended for use in medicines or vaccines and, moreover,
thermostability has been positively correlated with immunogenicity of vaccine antigens [31–32]. It is known that the N-terminal
domain of fHbp variant1 is considerably more thermostable than
that of variant2 or variant3 [33–34]. Indeed, a rationallydesigned fHbp variant2 mutant engineered with higher Nterminal domain thermostability [35] was shown to have
improved immunogenicity in mice [36]. To examine the thermostability of the chimeric fHbp variant1-2,3.x protein, we compared its behaviour with the wild-type variant1, variant2 and
2071
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Table 2
List of fHbp-containing crystal structures deposited in the PDB, ordered by resolution,
current at 29 Mar 2021.

Fig. 1. DSC thermogram of fHbp variant1-2,3.x (magenta) reveals two major peaks
(Tm values 68 °C (341 K) and 90 °C (363 K)) similar to variant1 (red). The N-terminal
domain unfolding transitions for variant2 (blue) and variant3 (grey) occur at lower
temperatures (approx. 42 °C (315 K) and 62 °C (335 K), respectively).

fHbp var.

Resolution (Å)

PDB code

Co-crystallized*

1–2,3.x
2.22
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
3.28
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.4
3.28
1.1
3.28
1.4
1.1
1.1

1.22
1.62
1.63
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.19
2.31
2.35
2.35
2.39
2.40
2.6
2.65
2.80
2.85
2.86
2.98
3.66

7NRU
4Z3T
5NQZ
2YPV
2Y7S
3KVD
5O14
4AYI
2 W80
2 W81
6XZW
4AYD
5NQY
6H2Y
4AYE
4AYM
5NQP
5T5F
5NQX

–
–
–
mFab 12C1
–
–
huFab 1A12
hfH CCPs 6–7
hfH CCPs 6–7
hfH CCPs 6–7
huFab 4B3
hfH CCPs 6–7
–
huFab 1E6
hfH CCPs 6–7
hfH CCPs 6–7
–
mFab JAR5
–

* The abbreviation mFab indicates murine (m) Fragment antibody binding (Fab),
while huFab indicates a human Fab was used for co-crystallization. The PDB code
provides links to the atomic coordinates and structure factors held at the Protein
Data Bank (https://www.wwpdb.org), and in turn to any accompanying
publications.

Table 1
Data collection and refinement statistics for the fHbp variant1-2,3.x crystal structure.
Wavelength

0.99987

Resolution range (Å)
Space group
Unit cell
Total reflections
Unique reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Mean I/sigma(I)
Wilson B-factor
Matthews coefficient (solvent content)
No. of molecules in the ASU
R-merge
R-meas
Reflections used in refinement
Reflections used for R-free
R-work
R-free
Number of non-hydrogen atoms
protein
ligands
water
Protein residues
RMS (bonds)
RMS (angles)
Ramachandran favoured (%)
Ramachandran allowed (%)
Ramachandran outliers (%)
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore
Average B-factor
macromolecule
ligands
solvent

23.19–1.22 (1.264–1.22)
C121
125.68 42.61 44.41 90 100.2 90
197,875 (27900)
68,964 (9280)
3.0 (3.0)
95.2 (92.4)
10.5 (4.4)
10.19
2.15 (42.88 %)
1
0.06 (0.20)
0.08 (0.24)
65,644 (2495)
3315 (120)
0.1418 (0.1592)
0.1659 (0.1756)
2170
1896
11
322
239
0.011
1.16
97
3.2
0
0
3.4
15.77
14.24
15.85
26.72

structural data presented here experimentally confirm the
sequence-based predictions, and concretely demonstrate that fHbp
variant1-2,3.x has the conserved structural features of all known
fHbp proteins, notwithstanding its unusual hybrid genetic origin.
2.3. fHbp variant1-2,3.x presents combined antigenic surface features
from fHbp variants
In addition to understanding the global 3D backbone, domain
interface, and side chain structural relationships between
variant1-2,3.x and the fHbp variants 1, 2 and 3, we sought to
explore their antigenic relationships; i.e. how similar are these proteins when considering solely their surface-exposed residues available as immunogenic epitopes? Would one expect the N-terminal
domain of variant1-2,3.x to elicit the same immune response as the
N-terminal domain of fHbp variant1, and likewise would the Cterminal domain of variant1-2,3.x elicit the same immune
response as the C-terminal domain of fHbp variant2 or variant3?
Therefore, we analysed pairwise structural alignments to compare
specifically the immunogenic surfaces, firstly comparing the Nterminal domain of variant1-2,3.x with variant1, and secondly
comparing the C-terminal domain of variant1-2,3.x with variant2
and variant3 (Fig. 4). In the N-terminal domains compared, only
four residues differed, corresponding to mutations Q87K, F109L,
I114V and H119D (nomenclature format here is variant1/residue
number/variant1-2,3.x). When mapped to the structure, residue
L109 appears fully buried, while residue V114 is partially buried,
and residues K87 and D119 are fully solvent exposed. The latter
three mutations therefore likely generate slightly different antigenic properties on variant1-2,3.x compared to variant1, but which
are localized in a small surface area when compared to the overall
total protein surface, suggesting that the variant1-2,3.x N-terminal
domain could elicit an immune response very similar (almost identical) to that elicited by the N-terminal domain in fHbp variant1
(Fig. 4A). Intriguingly, in patients with meningococcal meningitis,
the presence of the N-terminal domain Aspartate (Asp, D) at position 119 (termed residue D184 in the alternative numbering system) was found to be associated with increased risk of septic

Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses.
ASU: asymmetric unit.

as also noted previously in studies of the modular architecture of
fHbp proteins and inter-subfamily recombination [16,38]. Indeed,
when comparing the N- and C-terminal domain structures separately, the fHbp variant1-2,3.x N-terminal domain was structurally
most similar to variant1, whereas the variant1-2,3.x C-terminal
domain was structurally most similar to variant2 (Fig. 3A-C). The
2072
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Fig. 2. High-quality electron density maps obtained from the crystallographic data of fHbp variant1-2,3.x refined to 1.2 Å resolution. The structure revealed the overall 3D
fold (left) and allowed visualization of protein side chains, water and buffer molecules (sulfates) from the crystallization media, as shown in the boxes. Blue, cyan, and orange
meshes show sigma-A-weighted 2Fo-Fc electron density maps for the fHbp protein, water, and sulfates, respectively, with a contour level of 1r. The backbone cartoon ribbon
and side chain sticks are colored green for the N-terminal domain, blue for the C-terminal domain; red spheres show water. Boxes of enlarged areas show labelled residues of
interest which were mutated later in this study, as discussed below.

2.4. Molecular basis of lower hfH binding affinity in fHbp 1–2,3.x
compared to variant1

shock during admission, resulting in more frequent unfavourable
outcomes [29]. This observation suggests that the region around
residue 119 is an important antigenic functional site. As such, the
NL096 strain might have an evolutionary advantage, and an
immunogen carrying D119 might provide greater protection
against such virulent strains.
We performed a similar molecular analysis of the fHbp Cterminal domains, and found that variant1-2,3.x has 14 total residues that differ when compared to fHbp variant2. When mapped
to the surface of variant1-2,3.x, all these residues appear at least
partially solvent-exposed (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, variant1-2,3.x
has 24 residues that differ when compared to fHbp variant3, many
of which map to solvent exposed sites (Fig. 4C). However, given
that the total solvent-exposed surface on the C-terminal domains
of fHbp variants is large (7,000 Å [2], calculated using PISA 39)
and comprised of many of > 110 residues in the C-terminal domain,
the variant1-2,3.x would be expected to exhibit a similar immunogenic profile to variant2 and variant3, with some differences due to
mutations in localized patches.
We also examined the variant1-2,3.x sequence to verify the
presence of epitope residues seen in previous co-crystal structures of fHbp with three quite different cross-reactive human
mAbs 1A12 [40], 1E6 [41] and 4B3 [42]. The 1A12 epitope is
located exclusively on the C-terminal domain, at one end (a small
face) of the b-barrel [40]. In contrast, the 1E6 epitope spans both
the N- and C-terminal domains and lies on the face opposite to
the hfH binding site [41]. The 4B3 epitope is found exclusively
on the C-terminal domain, occupying one side (a long face) of
the b-barrel and partially overlapping with the hfH binding site
[42]. These epitopes are comprised of 16 or 17 residues, mostly
discontinuous, which share 56, 63 and 71 % sequence identity
(and greater similarity) respectively with variant 1–2,3.x. The
high degree of spatially co-localized sequence conservation suggests that the chimera might also bind to these human mAbs,
though not necessarily with the same high affinity (subnanomolar values of the equilibrium dissociation constant, KD),
and by corollary might also be capable of eliciting such mAbs in
humans.

In addition to influencing immunogenicity, the surface properties of fHbp also influence its ability to bind human factor H
(hfH), which in turn allows bacterial growth in blood, leading to
sepsis [12]. To date, all meningococcal fHbp variants tested have
shown an ability to bind hfH with relatively high affinity, exhibiting equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) typically in the low
nanomolar range. Seib et al. tested twelve different fHbp variants
in a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) assay and found KD values
that ranged from 7 to 350 nM [30]. Notably, in that study,
variant1-2,3.x was reported to bind hfH approximately 4-fold
weaker than variant1. However, since the KD values in that early
study for which replicate and standard deviations were reported
exhibited relatively high variability (see Table 3, therein), we
repeated the binding experiment using a more advanced instrument potentially more sensitive and precise (i.e. Biacore T200
rather than Biacore X100). We found that variant1-2,3.x bound to
hfH with KD = 30.4 ± 1.0 nM, approximately 1.34-fold weaker than
variant1 (KD = 22.7 ± 0.5 nM) (Fig. 5).
While the difference in KD values is smaller than reported previously [30], our SPR experiments confirmed that variant1-2,3.x
binds to hfH more weakly than variant1.1. The NL096 strain
expresses high amounts of fHbp [30], and it is plausible that this
quantity compensates functionally for its lower affinity, thereby
recruiting sufficient hfH to enable immune evasion. Here, we
sought to elucidate the molecular basis of the different affinities
of variant1-2,3.x and variant1 by comparing the interfacing residues between the fHbp variants and hfH, using the experimentally
determined structures, a homology model of the variant1-2,3.xhfH complex, manual inspection and computational analyses.
Using PISA [39] software on the fHbp variant1-hfH complex
(PDB 2w80), thirteen residues of fHbp variant1 were found to
make H-bonds or salt bridges with hfH. Of these, only 4 residues
differ between variant1 and variant1-2,3.x: fHbp residues 209,
221 and 239 in the C-terminal domain, and residue 119 in the Nterminal domain. While the conservative S221T mutation (nota2073
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Fig. 3. The topology and relative domain orientations of fHbp variant1-2,3.x are highly conserved. A) Cartoons of variant1-2,3.x showing N-terminal domain (G15-G136,
green) and C-terminal domain (T139-Q255, blue), superimposed onto fHbp variant1 (cyan, PDB 3kvd), variant2 (yellow, PDB 4z3t) and variant3 (magenta, PDB 4ayi). A red
arrow marks the inter-domain linker (residues 137–138). The fHbp variant1-2,3.x N-terminal domain is structurally most similar to variant1 (r.m.s.d. 0.41 Å, compared to
0.54 Å and 0.68 Å for variant2 and variant3), whereas the variant1-2,3.x C-terminal domain is structurally most similar to variant2 (r.m.s.d. 0.29 Å, compared to 0.39 Å and
0.41 Å for variant3 and variant1, respectively). The most notable structural deviations are likely due to flexibility in the protruding N-terminal domain loops b5-6 (labelled),
and disorder (resulting in lack of electron density) in loops b7-8 of variant1-2,3.x. B) Cartoon putty representations of the superpositions in panel A), colored by B-factors and
with greater diameter indicating higher B-factors (flexibility/disorder). C) Sequence alignment of all four fHbp variants shown in A, with red bars indicating residues involved
in the N-/C-terminal domains interface. D) Surface representation of fHbp variant1-2,3.x colored according to sequence conservation with fHbp variants 1, 2, and 3 (a blue
gradient, where white = non-conserved, dark blue = conserved). E) Open-book views of fHbp v1-2,3.x to reveal conservation at the N-/C-terminal interface, with contacting
residues colored in red on the cartoon ribbon, corresponding to the red bars of panel C.

weakens interactions with hfH His402 and Gly403 main chain
atoms (Fig. 6 DE).
Additionally, manual inspections revealed how fHbp variant1
residues Ser223 and His248 are also involved in binding to hfH.
Here, the variant1-2,3.x mutations S223H and H248E may contribute to reduced binding affinity, since fHbp H223 would not
support an apparently extensive H-bonding network, and the negative potential introduced by fHbp E248 could potentially dis-

tion is such that S is in variant1.1 and T is in variant1-2,3.x, etc.) is
not expected to greatly alter the overall bonding network, two less
conservative mutations likely lead to loss of bonds with hfH: the
fHbp mutation S209L removes an H-bond with the hfH Met340
carbonyl group and, most notably, the fHbp mutation E239T
removes a salt bridge to the hfH Arg341 side chain (Fig. 6 BC). Similarly, the sole fHbp N-terminal domain mutation, H119D, introduces a side chain charge inversion that likely removes or
2074
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Fig. 4. Conservation of fHbp variant1-2,3.x immunogenic surface, as compared to fHbp variant1, 2, and 3. Surface plots of fHbp variant1-2,3.x colored according to pairwise
sequence conservations (white to blue gradient) mapped on the structure after sequence/structure alignment with fHbp v1.1 (A), v2.16 (B), and v3.28 (C). Green and blue bars
below the sequences indicate the N (green) and C (blue) terminal domains.
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Fig. 5. SPR multi-cycle kinetic analysis of fHbp variants binding to immobilized hfH. A, B) Sensorgrams were acquired in triplicate with fHbp at 100 nM (turquoise), 33.3 nM
(magenta), 11.1 nM (blue), 3.70 nM (green) and 1.23 nM (red) analyte concentration. Curves were fitted using the 1:1 binding model of interaction and resulting graphs are
shown in black. A) Sensorgrams were obtained with fHbp v1-2,3x as analyte. B) Sensorgrams were obtained with fHbp v1.1 as analyte.

Fig. 6. Molecular basis for lower affinity of variant1-2,3.x for hfH. A) Homology model surface plot of variant1-2,3.x-hfH complex; N-terminal domain green, C-terminal
domain blue; red/cyan patches show conserved/non-conserved interfacing residues (only those non-conserved are labeled). B,C) Magnified view of the region comprising the
C-terminal domain mutations, with sticks depicting fHbp and surface depicting hfH. Dashes in C show identified interactions. Blue sticks: variant1; cyan sticks: variant1-2,3.
x; yellow: hfH. D,E) Same view as in panels BC for the region of the N-terminal domain mutation H119D. The hfH surface plots in B and D are colored by electrostatic
potential. Bold/larger fonts (panels A-E) label fHbp residues, smaller and non-bold fonts (panels C and E) label hfH residues.

2,3.x-hfH complex generate on average a more hydrophobic than
polar surface at the interface of all molecular poses, compared to
variant1 (Fig. 7C-E), which may contribute to its reduced affinity
for hfH. Nevertheless, in aqueous solution, proteins generally tend
to bury hydrophobic regions and associate via van der Waals’ interactions. At this specific interface, the presence of Leu209 in v1-2,3.
x (rather than Ser209 in variant1) eliminates an H-bond to hfH but
might allow beneficial van der Waals’ interactions with proximal
hydrophobic residues on hfH, such as Met340 and/or Tyr344.
Determination of the v1-2,3.x/hfH co-crystal structure could be
of future interest in order to verify these potential interactions
empirically.
In summary, using both manual and computational analyses,
five specific mutations in variant1-2,3.x were found to possibly
underlie its observed reduced binding affinity for hfH compared
with variant1, by the loss of distinct intermolecular interactions,
several of which conferred an increased degree of hydrophobicity
to the hfH binding interface present on variant1-2,3x. As such,

favour interactions with hfH Ser354 and/or remove hydrophobic
stacking with the nearby W369 (Fig. 6C).
To extend these analyses beyond punctate inspections of individual interfacing residues identified within the essentially static
structure as revealed (albeit at high resolution) by x-ray crystallography, we performed detailed in silico biophysical studies of the
two complexes using Rosetta comparative modelling (RosettaCM)
[43] software. Thousands of molecular poses were iteratively calculated, and the top 100 models of both variant1 and variant12,3.x (ranked by folding stability and binding energy, in silico) were
selected for interface analyses (Fig. 7A). Firstly, our analyses confirmed that variant1 possesses better energetics for hfH binding
and complex folding stability. Overall, the top 100 models (ranked
by folding stability) showed 2 kcal/mol lower binding energy (i.e.
increased affinity) in variant1 relative to variant1-2,3.x (Fig. 7B),
consistent with the reported higher affinity of variant1. Secondly,
in agreement with the observations above, these computational
analyses also revealed that the sequence differences in variant12076
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Fig. 7. A) Binding energy vs folding stability of 1000 fHbp-hfH complex homology models of variant1 and variant1-2,3.x, calculated using RosettaCM. The lower left quadrant
contains the selected top 100 molecular poses, with an energy funnel shown to indicate that the top energetic models (i.e. those with lower energies, based on folding
stability and binding energy) are provided by variant1 (dark grey) rather than variant1-2,3.x (pale grey). B) Interface energy for top 100 RosettaCM models. The median
binding energy for variant1 is 105 kcal/mol, and for variant1-2,3.x is 103 kcal/mol. C) Ratio of solvent accessible surface area (DSASA) of hydrophobic versus polar
interface residues for the top 100 RosettaCM models, showing a median of 1.07 for variant1, and of 1.26 for variant 1–2,3.x. D) Surface-cartoon plots of fHbp-hfH complex
models (variant1-2,3.x on left, and variant1 on right) with surface colored according to hydrophobicity, (dark golden for the most hydrophobic potentials, through white, to
dark cyan for the most hydrophilic) and hfH (domains 6 and 7, from PDB 2w80) in red cartoon. E) As in D, without hfH to reveal overall properties of the solvent accessible
surface of v1-2,3.x and v1.1. Amino-acid changes located in the hfH interface of the two variants are labelled.

H223R, or both Q38A and H223R (Fig. 8A). However, because
knock-out mutations in one variant do not necessarily have the
same effect in the molecular scaffold of a different variant [49], it
was necessary to produce and purify these new recombinant fHbp
mutants and test their ability to bind hfH, which was assessed by a
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) assay. Indeed, under the conditions used in this simple assay (a full kinetic analysis was not performed), the variant1-2,3.x scaffold carrying either the single
mutations R41S or H223R, or the double mutations Q38A/H223R,
showed almost no binding to hfH, while the control wild-type variant1 and variant1-2,3.x proteins bound to hfH in line with the
kinetic analysis presented above (Fig. 8B). Finally, DSC experiments
were performed, demonstrating that these three mutations did not
impair thermostability (Fig. 8C), suggesting that these mutant
forms of variant1-2,3.x designed for reduced binding to hfH nevertheless maintained excellent biophysical stability properties.

these studies provide a deeper understanding of the detailed and
holistic structural and functional nature of this chimeric fHbp
molecule, guiding the design of potentially optimized forms.
2.5. Rational design of loss-of-function mutations in fHbp variant1-2,3.
x
It has been shown in transgenic mouse models expressing hfH
that immunization with engineered non-functional stable forms
of fHbp (carrying mutations that reduce their binding to hfH) can
elicit higher bactericidal antibody titers than immunization with
wild-type fHbp [36,44–46]. Consequently, it has been suggested
that a non-functional mutant fHbp antigen that does not bind
hfH but that retains immunogenicity might be superior in humans
when compared to an fHbp vaccine that binds hfH as normal
[12,33,44–48]. However, no such supporting clinical data has yet
been reported. Here we sought to enable such studies by designing
loss-of-function mutations in fHbp variant1-2,3.x. Using the structural and functional insights accumulated herein, we identified a
select few residues (Gln38, Arg41 and His223) as likely key influencers of the interaction between variant1-2,3.x and hfH. These
structure-based insights were in agreement with previous reports
that mutation in variant1 of Arg41 to Ala or Ser reduced binding to
hfH [44], as did the double Ala mutation in variant2 of both Thr221
and His223 [49]. We also combined these structure-based insights
with knowledge that the gonococcal orthologue (Ghfp) does not
bind hfH (consistent with its natural intracellular localization
where it would not encounter hfH) [50–51] and therefore designed
variant1-2,3.x molecules carrying the single mutations R41S,

3. Discussion
While some recombinant protein vaccines are effective using
only one protein antigen, other multivalent vaccines employ the
simultaneous inclusion of multiple antigens in order to successfully elicit broad immune protection against a multitude of circulating pathogenic strains, serotypes or serogroups. However,
because of antigen variability, monitoring of the epidemiology is
crucial to prompt the design and inclusion of new antigens to overcome any potential reduction in cross-protection. High antigenic
sequence variability is exemplified by the N. meningitidis virulence
2077
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Fig. 8. Rational design of loss-of-function point mutations in fHbp variant1-2,3.x. A) A homology model of fHbp v1-2,3.x (surface) bound to hfH domains 6 and 7 (gold
cartoon), showing locations of targeted point mutations (orange, labelled). White patches show non-conserved residues between variant1 and variant1-2,3.x. B) Experimental
SPR sensorgrams showing differential binding to hfH for the wild-type and mutant fHbp variants generated herein. C) DSC thermograms of fHbp variant1-2,3.x wild-type
(magenta), R41S mutant (brown) and Q38/H223R mutants (orange) show that these three point mutations do not destabilize the scaffold (all Tm values  65 °C (338 K)).

ularly important for the variant1 moiety, since MenB strains
expressing fHbp variant1 have been reported to represent approximately 70% of the circulating strains [38]. These structure-guided
observations help to understand, and are in agreement with, the
initial demonstration by Seib et al. that immunization of mice with
variant1-2,3.x can raise a serum antibody response with bactericidal activity against multiple different meningococcal strains,
including five strains displaying fHbp variant1 molecules, four
strains displaying fHbp variant2, and two strains displaying fHbp
variant3 [30]. However, conversely, the NL096 strain is resistant
to killing by antibodies raised by variant 1, 2 or 3. These data further suggest that variant1-2,3.x may elicit protection against the
vast majority of the circulating meningococcal strains and that
the reassortment of fHbp domains is an efficient immune escape
mechanism.
Knowledge of sequence and 3D structure can deepen our functional understanding of a protein and can facilitate the tailored
design of vaccine antigens with enhanced properties [24–26,52–
54]. Upon crystal structure determination and detailed manual
and computational analyses of fHbp variant1-2,3.x, we were able
to pinpoint a small subset of key residues influencing binding to
human factor H (hfH), its natural ligand [55–56]. Such detailed
structural information, combined with prior knowledge and novel
in silico biophysical analyses, allowed a more streamlined approach
to the identification of loss-of-function mutations, as compared to
a previous study using only homology modelled structures, which
implicated over 60 different residues potentially involved in binding hfH [49]. Using site-directed mutagenesis and SPR binding
studies, we confirmed two distinct point mutations in fHbp
variant1-2,3.x that reduced binding to hfH:R41S and H223R. This
structure-based precision design also maintained the high thermostability of these antigens. Immunization experiments in hfHtransgenic mouse models should be performed to further confirm
the influence of Factor H binding on the immunogenicity of this
antigen.
Collectively, the previous findings of Seib et al. [30] together
with the data herein demonstrate that the characterization of a
rare, naturally occurring antigen can shed more light on its role
both as immunogen and virulence factor, revealing the presence
of key conserved cross-protective epitopes and mechanisms
underlying fHbp-mediated immune escape. Further, sequenceand structure-based analyses of such antigens can enable design
of multiple desirable traits, to enable gains in immunogenicity
across a range of highly variable pathogenic strains. As we enter
an era of ever-expanding genomic and structural information, such

factor known as factor H binding protein (fHbp), of which over
1300 sequence variants are known [13]. The 3D structure of fHbp
has been solved and many bactericidal epitopes identified. The
availability of so much information has guided the design of more
stable and more cross-protective fHbp antigens [22]. Remarkably,
the fHbp variant1-2,3.x (from the MenB NL096 strain), is a naturally occurring chimera capable of inducing serum bactericidal
activity protective against a wide range of MenB strains [30].
Here, we report the key characteristics of fHbp variant1-2,3.x
through an in-depth biochemical and structural analysis relevant
for a deeper understanding of fHbp immunological and stability
properties. For the vaccinologist, it is worthwhile seeking to understand how evolutionary changes in stability, function and
immunogenicity properties driven by ‘‘Nature” can influence strain
pathogenicity. In the analysis described by Seib et al. on 12 different subvariants, the antibodies induced by immunization with the
fHbp 1–2,3.x chimera were able to induce complement mediated
bactericidal killing for all 11 heterologous strains [30]. Surprisingly, antibodies raised by each of the twelve subvariants were
not able to kill the NL096 strain which, notably, was killed only
by the homologous sera. These observations suggest that the natural recombination that generated variant1-2,3.x provided the
NL096 strain with a unique fHbp chimera retaining all features
important for pathogenicity (high stability, efficient factor H binding) and the ability to escape the immune response induced by the
most common variants.
While some fHbp variant2 and variant3 antigens are known to
have poor thermostability (Tm can be as low as 42 °C (315 K)), here
we demonstrated that fHbp variant1-2,3.x has much higher thermostability (Tm  68 ± 0.5 °C (341 K)). This, coupled with growing
evidence that thermostability positively correlates with the
immunogenicity of protein antigens [31–32,36], suggests that
variant1-2,3.x intrinsically has the properties of a potent
immunogen.
Herein, we also determined the crystal structure of fHbp
variant1-2,3.x at very high resolution (1.2 Å), revealing that it
has the canonical overall structure of all fHbp proteins despite fusing together a variant1-like N-terminal domain with a variant2/3like C-terminal domain. In addition to demonstrating conservation
of the two b-barrel folds and their relative orientation, our analysis
of the protein surface revealed that this naturally occurring chimeric molecule displays antigenic surfaces that faithfully represent
fHbp variant1, variant2 and variant3 proteins, thus encompassing a
wide breadth of the highly diverse ‘immunogen space’ encoded by
the many known fHbp sequence variants. The latter may be partic2078
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computing, Visualization and Informatics, University of California,
San Francisco) [66]. Surface plots coloured by electrostatic potential were prepared following electrostatic calculations using the
APBS method [67]. Structure factors and atomic coordinates have
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (https://www.wwpdb.
org) [37] with accession code PDB 7nru.

approaches may become more broadly applicable to accelerate a
wide range of viral and bacterial vaccine discovery programs.
4. Methods
4.1. Molecular cloning, protein expression and purification

4.5. Structure modeling and computational analyses

All fHbp proteins (namely, variant1, variant2, variant3,
variant1-2,3.x) were cloned into the pET-21b (+) expression vector
(Novagen) using NdeI and XhoI or HindIII restriction sites,
expressed in E. coli BL21 strain DE3 (Invitrogen), and purified via
C-terminal hexahistidine tags using metal affinity and ion
exchange chromatography steps as described previously [30]. The
expression vectors for the following single or double mutant forms
of variant1-2,3.x were prepared by the polymerase incomplete primer extension (PIPE) method [57]: Q38A, H223R, Q38A + H223R,
R41S, and the mutant proteins were purified as described above.
In addition, the variant1-2,3.x sample used for crystallization was
further purified by size-exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 75 (16/60) column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 8.0, run at a flow rate of
1 ml/min.

Starting from the previously reported crystal structure of the
fHbp variant1-hfH complex (PDB 2w80) [11], a new homology
model of the v1-2,3.x-fH complex was prepared using the atomic
resolution coordinates of v1-2,3.x for superposition onto 2w80, followed by energy minimization using the Molecular Operating
Environment software (MOE, Chemical Computing Group) [68]
and Rosetta [43]. The binding interface of the minimized homology
model was then inspected both manually and using PISA interface
analysis software [39], especially in the regions of non-conserved
residues between the two variants, to identify potential factors
contributing to the binding affinity differences.
Rosetta comparative modeling (RosettaCM) [43] was used to
generate molecular poses for interface analysis. Specifically, three
rounds of modeling were performed, both for fHbp variant1 and
for variant1-2,3.x. Round 1: All four distinct experimental structures from the asymmetric unit of the fHbp variant1-hfH complex
(PDB 2w80) [11] were threaded with either the variant1 or the
variant1-2,3.x sequence, generating 1000 models. Round 2: The
best model (ranked by folding stability and binding affinity) from
Round 1 was modeled 1000 times. Round 3: The final round took
the best model from the previous two rounds, and RosettaCM
was used to generate 1000 models. The top 100 models (ranked
by folding stability), representing the top 3% of molecular poses
generated overall, were used for the interface analysis.

4.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The thermal stability of fHbp proteins was assessed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) using a MicroCal VP-Capillary DSC
instrument (Malvern). The latter instrument operates with high
precision as we have demonstrated previously in at least one
instance [58], such that an estimated error for each reported Tm
value is confidently not more than ± 0.5 °C. fHbp samples were prepared at a protein concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. The DSC temperature scan ranged from 10 °C to 110 °C (283 K-383 K), with a 4 s
filter period. Data were analyzed by subtraction of the reference
data for a sample containing buffer only, and the curve-fitting procedure was performed using a 2-state model and the Levenberg/
Marquardt (LM) non-linear least-square method, as provided
within the Origin 7 software.

4.6. Surface plasmon resonance
Binding experiments were performed using a Biacore T200
instrument (GE Healthcare), equilibrated at 25 °C. Purified fulllength hfH (Sigma, Cat. C5813) was covalently-immobilized on a
CM-5 sensor chip (GE Healthcare) to a density of 2500 RU, using
the standard reagents of freshly mixed N-hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS) and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbo-diimide
hydrochloride (EDC), with subsequent blocking of any remaining
active coupling sites using ethanolamine hydrochloride, according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. For the titration experiments,
fHbp samples were exchanged into the SPR running buffer: HBSEP+ (10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 3 mM EDTA, 0.05 % Surfactant
P20 (GE Healthcare)) and five injections were performed with fHbp
concentrations in the range of 1 nM to 100 nM, at a flow rate of
40 lL/min. SPR titrations were performed in triplicate. Data were
analyzed by subtraction of the reference data for a buffer-only
injection, and with curve fitting performed using the Langmuir
equation for a 1:1 binding model, as provided in the BIAcore
T200 evaluation software. Mean values and standard deviations
of the equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) were determined.
For single-injection mode experiments (Fig. 8), the fHbp proteins
(wild-types or mutants) were injected at 200 nM protein concentration in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) running buffer at a flow
rate of 30 lL/min.

4.3. Protein crystallization and diffraction data collection and
processing
The purified fHbp variant1-2,3.x protein at a concentration of
10 mg/ml was screened with a matrix of 384 crystallization conditions (using JCSG, Morpheus, PEG-Ion and Structure kits) prepared
using a Crystal Gryphon robot (Art Robbins Instruments), incubated in a RockImager-182 (Formulatrix) system held at 21 °C.
Crystals were obtained after 1 week in crystallization reservoir
conditions containing 0.1 M tri-sodium citrate, 3.2 M ammonium
sulfate, pH 5.0. Crystals were soaked in the original mother liquor
supplemented with 10 % ethylene glycol as cryoprotectant, followed by cryo-cooling in liquid nitrogen. Diffraction of the crystals
was tested at the Swiss Light Source (SLS, Villigen, Switzerland)
and several full datasets were collected. Diffraction datasets were
indexed, integrated and scaled with XDS [59] and Aimless [60],
via the CCP4 suite [61]. The structure was solved by molecular
replacement with Phaser [62] using as search model template
the fHbp variant1 (PDB 3kvd) [63].
4.4. Structure refinement

5. Authorship contributions
Initial molecular replacement solutions were subjected to
cycles of manual building in Coot [64] and refinement with Phenix.refine [65]. Structure figures were created with Pymol
(https://www.pymol.org) and UCSF ChimeraX (Resource for Bio-

DV, EM, PLS, WP, VR, NW, SS, MJB designed and/or conducted
the studies, including data collection and data analysis. DV, EM
and MJB prepared the manuscript draft with important intellectual
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